Arius Enterprise®
A complete end-to-end reserving solution for large insurers

Problem

�	
Deadlines

are tightening, while the reserving process is more

complex

It is increasingly difficult for actuaries to
have total confidence that their reserves
are adequate and reasonable.

�

 he insurance business is increasingly sophisticated, and
T
actuaries may not always have the tools they need

�

 enior resources spend time reviewing work and juggling projects
S
instead of doing the in-depth analysis that only they can do

�	
Regulators

demand rigorous controls over important data and
volatile spreadsheets

Introducing Arius Enterprise
Arius Enterprise helps large, sophisticated
insurers analyze loss reserve data quickly and
efficiently, automate key processes, and track
and manage your many concurrent reserving
projects to deliver results reliably and on time.

Extensive analytical tools
Secure cloud-based design
Tracks all ongoing analysis projects
Rich reporting capabilities
Automated processes and workflow

Increased value
Robust cloud implementation

�	
Takes

advantage of the Microsoft Azure cloud

Arius automates most of the
details so your team can spend
their time providing additional
value to your organization

Efficiency
Direct access to data

Key
features

�	
Gives

actuaries direct access to data at any level
of detail or granularity

�	
Sophisticated

analytics support next-generation
management reporting

Analytics and data visualization

�	
Leverages

�	
Replaces

Actuarial capabilities

Benefits

Microsoft’s industry-leading Power BI

risk-prone spreadsheets

�	
Extensive

deterministic methods and stochastic
reserving models ready to use

�	
Can

Executives receive consistent
information quickly after month
and quarter close for analysis
and consolidation

easily build your own exhibits and methods

Consistency
Standardization helps senior
actuaries to more easily review the
analyses from multiple analysts,
business segments, and time periods

Reliability
�

Consistent analysis

Templates assure consistent analysis across many users

�	
Review

time is significantly reduced

�	
Roll-up

and summarization are simplified

Provides accurate information
for confident decision-making
and reporting

Governance
Satisfies regulatory and audit
requirements for proper internal
control; SOC 2 compliant
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Why Milliman?

Milliman is one of the largest actuarial consulting firms
in the world, with 60 offices in 30 countries

We are big enough that our clients can rely on us to be there when
they need us, while also providing a very personal level of service

Though it’s based on the latest Microsoft technologies,
Arius Enterprise is already well proven in the field

Milliman’s software and successful implementations
represent almost 50% of our revenue

We have implemented the solution at a number of sophisticated
insurers, with additional implementations currently in process
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